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1. Introduction

Follow the rapid prevalence of internet, applications needs to be organized efficiently. Data search and management became more and more useful everyday: some webs like Google and Vivisimo are great helpful to human work. They have brought a new interest in the development of more intelligent and efficient real time web clustering algorithms. As one of the hotspots and key techniques in information retrieval (IR) and web knowledge management, the text clustering method has been used for semantic web and text ontology fields.

A clustering[1, 2, 3] method refers to the algorithm used to form clusters. Some of the clustering methods are single linkage, complete linkage: Wards method, Centroid clustering, median clustering etc. Each method has its own peculiarities. Some algorithm employed for clustering like k-means, ant system (AS), GAs and minimal spanning tree (MST). K-means algorithm [4] is one of the most widely used, attempts to solve the clustering problem. It put n objects in m dimensional space. Then partition them into a fixed number of clusters K known in advance by distance to each center [5]. Among the many bio–inspired techniques, ant–based clustering algorithms [6, 7] have received special attention from the community over the past few years for two main reasons. Firstly, they are particularly suitable to perform exploratory data analysis and, secondly, they still require much investigation to improve performance, stability, convergence, and other key features that would make such algorithms mature tools for diverse applications. GAs are adaptive heuristic search algorithm premised on the evolutionary ideas of natural selection and genetic. Genetic and other evolutionary algorithms have been earlier used for pattern classification [8]. Genetic also adapts to solve TSP problem well as a very fast process [9, 10]. The basic concept of GAs is designed to simulate processes in natural system necessary for evolution, specifically those that follow the principles first laid down by Charles Darwin of survival of the fittest. As such they represent an intelligent exploitation of a random search within a defined search space to solve a problem.

2. Related Work

In clustering text document, one of characteristic of cluster should like a ball in space. More similar documents will more closes. If there is a shortest line could go through all the points, the line has to pass clusters one by one for shortest. What we need to do, is to part the line for categorization. Just like searching the breakpoint.

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) asks for the shortest route to visit a collection of cities and return to the starting point. Just as what we need.

Suppose that we put documents into m dimensions
space by Euclidean distance, which have similar topic documents will closer together than other topics. When we find feasible solutions of TSP, the route must pass similar topic documents first which required shorter distance. Below fig. 1 and fig. 2 show the result in 2-dimensions.

Fig. 1 no across status
Fig. 2 across status

For aim at high-quality result, we compute weight between documents onto ontology. The weight value between two documents is more large more similar. We use the value of 1 minus weight to replace Euclidean distance between documents. Then documents replace of cities in TSP program.

2.1 Ontology

The word "ontology" seems to generate a lot of controversy about artificial intelligence [11]. Some webs like Google and Vivisimo are used widely everyday for human work. They have brought a new interest in the development of more intelligent and efficient real time web clustering algorithms.

It has a long history in philosophy, in which it refers to the subject of existence. Ontology consist of Concepts, relations, concept hierarchy and function construct ontology with connection method of among the concepts and axioms. It is also often confused with epistemology, which is about knowledge and knowing. "Ontology" term is explicit formal specifications of the terms in the domain and relations among them.

We used the term ontology to mean a specification of a conceptualization. That is, ontology is a description (like a formal specification of a program) of the concepts and relationships that can exist for an agent or a community of agents. This definition is consistent with the usage of ontology as set-of-concept-definitions, but more general, and is certainly a different sense of the word than its use in philosophy. Ontology are often equated with taxonomic hierarchies of classes, but class definitions, and the subsumption relation, but ontology need not be limited to these forms. Ontology are also not limited to conservative definitions, that is, definitions in the traditional logic sense that only introduce terminology and do not add any knowledge about the world. To specify a conceptualization one needs to state axioms that do constrain the possible interpretations for the defined terms.

2.2 Introduce TSP

TSP is a problem in discrete or combinatorial optimization. It is a prominent illustration of a class of problems in computational complexity theory which are classified as NP-hard. Basically, the proposed algorithm either ant colony optimization (ACO) or GAs and can explore and exploit search spaces [14]. It has both the advantage of ACO, the ability to find feasible solutions and to avoid premature convergence, and that of GA, the ability to avoid being trapped in local optima. In this process, we use GA to find feasible solutions of TSP, because we just need a mainly outline for reduce time losing.

According to the fig 1 and fig 2, principium of our method is based on more similar documents will more closely. If we could find breakpoint in each two different clusters exactly, we could get more precise results and make the clustering more efficient. In the real time text clustering, across status happen frequently, how we could find breakpoint exactly is one of keystone in this paper. (We will discuss in section 3)

2.2.1 Computational Generation of TSP

In order to measure the performance of TSP, we employed GA to test the subsets from the Reuter-21578 text collection.

Following more amount of documents, the generation increase faster. The best result of TSP is not allowed by time. For proving this has worth value to clustering, we choose mainly feasible solution to experiment.

3. Design the New Categorization

After we use TSP onto ontology, we should know how TSP result works. After we get feasible solutions of TSP, how could we divide them into itself cluster? How to find breakpoint exactly in first? The breakpoint belongs to which segment. Even if in one cluster, each two points also maybe have long distance. Obvious, a good fitness function is very important at first.

3.1. Fitness Function

In fig 3, it is ant clustering algorithm [7], every ant is in a domain, there are 8 grids along each ant.
some grids have other ants. We call these ants neighbors. $f$ value represents if this ant similar with neighbors. More amount of similar topic documents (closer) $f$ value will bigger. Various topic documents (farer) will reduce $f$ value. So we modify this fitness function to adapt our process.

$$f(i) = \sum_j \left(1 - \frac{d(i,j)^2}{a_y}\right)$$

$$a_y = \left(\frac{1}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} d(i,k)\right)$$

$d(x,y)$ means distance of document $x$ and $y$. It will work out at preprocess stage.

We already know solutions of TSP, set $x_i$($k=1,2,3,...,99$) domains. Put front N and behind N documents to be neighbors of $x_i$ into $x_i$ domain.

Compute all the documents by sequence of TSP. In addition, the longest edge is no mean. We could delete it. And then, set one side of this edge as beginning. The N value relates result should like below.

$$N = \text{docs} \% 100 + 1$$

Example: We choose 100 texts from Reuter 21578 data set, which belonging to four topics (ship, sugar, trade, earn). We show it in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>docs</th>
<th>ship</th>
<th>sugar</th>
<th>trade</th>
<th>earn</th>
<th>generation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 Documents fitness against the sequence of TSP with various value of $n$.

In the Fig 4, each point is a document. It is 100 docs, there are about 15 to 25 bad-points (introduce in section 3.3). When N equals 1, the breakpoint is too many and inaccurate. On the opposite, when N equals 3, the breakpoint is too less and more exactly.

Obviously, for text clustering, a lot of compact segment are cut by the solution of TSP, when N equals 2, the result is better than others. We also do experiment for the 50, 150, 200, 250 or 300 docs. The result shows us function about N is better.

3.2. Breakpoint

Define: we connect all the documents with a shortest path. So some documents only similar with one side of document, we call these document breakpoints.

Because the solution of TSP is from a compact segment to another one, so when two or several different clusters are put into a domain, the f value will reduce, nevertheless, oppositions will increase. The trough of fig. 4 is formed by this reason. From define we know, breakpoints should be happened in the wave-trough most time or around wave-trough sometimes in the wave.

After we find breakpoint, we should decide which segment is fit to together with each breakpoint. The process below expresses how to deal with breakpoint.

Algorithm. 1 finding the best segment for breakpoint

1. Suppose there is m segments total.
2. if($f_{front} > 0$ || $f_{behind} > 0$)
   Which one is bigger, put breakpoint with it.
   else
   Put each segment into $k_{breakpoint}$ domain
   end
3. $f_{avg} = f/\text{length}_{segment}$ (segment = 1,2,...,m)
   //Length means the amount documents of segment.
   //Which $f_{avg}$ value is bigger, put breakpoint with it.

3.3. Self Repair and Bad-point

An idealizing result of TSP should only form 4 segments. But in the real world, some documents have the keywords about two or three topics all together. It is hard to decide which topic is the most similar before us clustering obvious feature. We call this documents are bad-point. As we know, the segments are not the last result of text clustering. Some segments have similar topic, we need incorporate them. But in the segments, it is hard to avoid wrong documents in each segment. If we want a high quality clustering, we should repair each segment first.

In text clustering, always exist some documents has inconspicuous character with all other documents. We
define these points to be Bad-point. Bad-point always is a difficult problem of text clustering. We use below function to move documents to the most similar segment. It will find a biggest value of $R$.

$$
R = \begin{cases} 
  f / (\text{length}-1)^2, & \text{same row} \\
  f / \text{length}^2, & \text{different row}
\end{cases}
$$

(4)

If every $f$ is bigger than 0, the more similar documents will get together.

If all the $f$ are smaller than 0, the Bad-points will be together, because Bad-points always have a negative $f$ in each segment.

When we incorporate two segments once, we use self repair function once. At last, which documents have available feature will stay together. The bad-points will stay together. Then use each obvious feature to decide bad-point’s cluster.

One coincidence, when we get result of TSP, we delete the longest edge, and set one side of this edge as beginning. But the longest edge always connects by bad-points, because this point has a longest distance to other point. So the first segment will collects all the bad-points after self repair step. Experiment proves this point.

3.4. Incorporate

Incorporate is the last function of our process. After self repair step, we think we already have enough feature of each segment. We random choose two segments. Put these documents into each document domain. If $p$ percent document’s f value bigger than before, we incorporate the two segments to a new segment. ($p$ is a constant, it always set above 90%). Then, use self repair function to check all segments.

At last, there are a bad-point group and other clusters with available feature. Put each clusters into each bad-point domain. Choose the biggest $f$ value for the bad-point.

4. Apply TSP onto Ontology

The using TSP onto ontology problem can thus be viewed as the problem of identifying an appropriate similarity relation on given data. Documents are more similar more closer.

This section describes information indexing and categorization. We show the algorithm as follows.

4.1 Preprocessing step

(1) First, input Reuter 21578 data set into database. Then input a sentence of language. We need to know keyword occurrence location information and frequency calculation of Reuter 21578.

(2) Select domain data set in database.

(3) Calculate weight by keyword occurrence location and important degree between documents.

(4) Depend on weight to decide distance value. Put these values into TSP process. It is operation by GAs algorithm to find sequence of documents.

4.2 Categorization

We give our PC process to show how categorization working in Algorithm 2. The computer language is C++.

Algorithm 2. PC Algorithm work on C++

(1) Compute fitness of each doc. Prepare to find breakpoint.

```c++
int doc_id = 1;
Begin
  do
    Fitness(doc_id);
    doc_id := doc_id + 1;
  while (doc_id := Maxdoc_id);
end;
```

(2) Apply the fitness result to find breakpoint

```c++
int doc_id := 1;
Begin
```
do
  if (Fitness(doc_id)<both side Fitness(doc))
    array_Breakpoint[] := doc_id;
  until doc_id := Maxdoc_id;
end;
(3) After find breakpoints, Then part docs to segments,
breakpoint_id := 1
segment_id := 1
begin
  do
    For(int i = breakpoint_id - 1 < i < breakpoint_id + 1)
      Segment_id[i] := doc_id;
    endfor
    breakpoint_id := breakpoint_id + 1;
    until breakpoint_id := maxbreakpoint_id;
end;
(4) Now, have segments and data set of breakpoint,
have to judge breakpoint belong to which segment best;
breakpoint_id := 1
segment_id := 1
begin
  do
    do
      segment_id := segment_id + 1;
      if f(breakpoint_id) < temp
        temp := f(breakpoint_id);
      temp_id := segment_id;
    endif
    until segment_id := maxsegment_id;
  end;
  move breakpoint to segment_id := temp_id;
  breakpoint_id := breakpoint_id + 1;
  until breakpoint_id := maxbreakpoint_id;
end;
(5) The experiment already forms some small clusters.
They need self-repair themselves.
doc_id := 1
begin
  do
    Self-repair();
    doc_id := doc_id + 1;
  until self-repair function finish;
end;
(6) After last step, incorporate small clusters to reduce
number of segment. Then repeat last step until numbers of
segment is no change.
random choose 2 segment compute fitness()
if p% doc of segment’s f() increase
  // P is a variable, follow incorporate speed to reduce.
  Its area is bigger than 90% and smaller than 100%.
incorporate them
else
  choose again: until 500 times can’t find incorporate
  objects.
endif
(7) Last step, all the bad-points is centralized in first
segment. But in this time, all other segment already have
enough character. We could find right segment more
accurate for bad-point.
bad_points_id := 1
segment_id := 1
begin

5. Experiment and result

I proposes methods with analyzed by experiment
with Reuter 21578 data set and compare with existing
works by Gas, k-means. Data set has 100 texts
belonging to four topics (ship, sugar, trade, earn).
After being processed by word extraction, stop words
removal, and stemming, there are 2,246 terms in the
vocabulary respectively. Table 2 shows the Data set
we used in our experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Texts</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Data set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data set</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ship(0-49) sugar(50-99) trade(100-149) earn(150-199)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We use Fig.6 to show the result of TSP modify
method. Compare with GA and K-means by Fig.7 and
Fig.8.

Fig.6 TSP is applied to Data set and obtains 4 clusters in
the end.
There are two benefits to this method. The use of part-to-part algorithm that converts the complexity program into clustering allows computation to be availed. The other is judging the bad-point by formed feature to increase quality of result. This paper is first step to try a novel method to solve text categorization with TSP characteristic. Many detail need to optimize. I will test other data set in the future work.
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From Table 3, we could see our result is better than GA and k-means. This example result proves our method could be working well in Reuter 21578 data set. We will do more examples in other dataset in the future.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper has presented a novel approach to clustering with the characteristic of TSP. This work differs from existing approaches in that it automatically forms cluster by itself functions. I compare its performance with the other feature selection methods in text categorization. The experiments show that our program has a better performance and simpler computation than the other feature selection methods.